1950s home renovation

‘We’ve more than doubled
the value of our 1950s home’

BEFORE

ORIGINAL
PROPERTY

Left Sam and
Patrick saw the
potential to extend
the four-bedroom
house into an openplan five-bedroom
family home

Sam and Patrick Regan set about transforming a dated four-bedroom
property into a contemporary five-bedroom home for their family
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REAR VIEW

Left Cameron and
Eleanor enjoy the
patio and garden,
which contains a
mix of traditional
planting, informal
grasses and palms.
Black limestone and
white gloss planters
mirror the design
scheme of the house

NEW EXTERIOR

Right Rendering the
house and low wall,
and creating a dualentrance driveway,
has given the
property an instant
update. A bespoke
front door features
Häfele ironmongery
and recessed frosted
side-glazed panels

T

FACT FILE
THE OWNERS
Sam Regan, an interior architect,
and her husband Patrick, a
management consultant, live
here with their two children,
Cameron, 12, and Eleanor,
eight, and dog Willow

THE PROPERTY
A detached, five-bedroom
house built in 1959

THE LOCATION
Nottingham

WHAT THEY SPENT
The couple paid £420,000
for the house in 2012 and
have spent around £310,000
on renovation work. The
property has recently been
valued at around £930,000



hree years ago, Sam and Patrick
Regan came across the perfect
project – a detached 1950s
home in need of more than a
little repair. With leaking flat
roofs, rotten windows and little kerb appeal,
the estate agent admitted that the property
‘needed some work’. Undeterred and ready
for a challenge, Sam was confident she could
breathe new life into the house.
Working alongside local architect Tracy
Longworth of Longworth Associates, Sam
drew up plans to completely remodel the
house. ‘Properties of this era often have
well-proportioned rooms but very little
creative detailing,’ says Sam. ‘We knew
that this transformation would require
creativity, money, patience and hard work.’
Before buying the house, the Regans
secured outline planning permission to
ensure they would be able to do what they
wanted with it. The existing ground-floor
space was workable, but the first floor was
small in comparison, with four bedrooms
leading off a long corridor, and a separate
WC and bathroom at the back.
‘It wasn’t habitable at first, and we had
to stay with friends for two weeks while
the old bathroom and kitchen were ripped
out and replaced with low-cost fittings to
tide us over,’ recalls Sam. The couple then
stripped and painted the walls, and fitted
new carpets, along with a new boiler and
hot water cylinder. Once the electrics were
finished, it was safe for the family to move
in, and for Sam to set to work on the
detailed designs. Planning went through
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KITCHEN AREA

Left Oak doors lead
into the white gloss
and grey kitchen
from Howdens,
which also features
a solid oak island,
and Bombo bar
stools by Magis.
The Silestone
worktop is from
World of Marble,
and pendant
lights from the
Nottingham
Lighting Centre
illuminate a
backdrop of Mr
Perswall Rainbow
Stripes from
Wallpaper Direct

DESIGN TIP

Don’t let unwanted posts,
piers and beams compromise
your design – an experienced
structural engineer can usually
find a solution to conceal these
elements when remodelling,
but be prepared for increased
costs and disruption

DINING SPACE

Right Sam didn’t
want a reinforced
pillar to spoil the
space, so opted for
a cranked beam
to replace the
supporting walls.
An extendable
white gloss Craft
table by Ligne Roset
is accompanied by
leather chairs from
Callagaris under
four Velux rooflights.
The engineered oak
flooring is from
Bridgford Carpets

SEATING AREA

Below Aluminium
bi-fold doors from
Duration lead out to
the garden from the
dining and seating
area. The DFS sofa
and chrome chair
found on Ebay have
been reupholstered
in grey to continue
the scheme. A Habitat
lamp and Noguchistyle coffee table
from CA Design
complement the
vibrant wall art from
Camelot Pictures
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‘We wanted to create five double
bedrooms all on one level and have a
large open-plan living space connected
to the garden,’ explains Sam. The house
was set back from the road, so to increase
the footprint further still, the couple
decided to bring the front of the house
forward in line with their neighbours’.
The two-storey, twin-gabled extension
forms two new vaulted bedrooms, as well
as a spacious entrance hall and extra
reception room on the ground floor.
Upstairs, just one original wall was
left standing, as Sam and Tracy redesigned
the space to provide the bedrooms, a
family bathroom and two en suites. The
plans also entailed moving the stairwell

and building a new staircase. At the
back, two old flat-roof extensions were
replaced with a single lean-to with
a vaulted roof,
staircase and a
gable to match
the existing one.
Sam’s vision of
creating a large,
sociable family
space required
some extra design
ingenuity. The wall
under the existing
gable needed to be removed, which
involved taking out two load-bearing
walls. ‘The cheapest solution would

have been a reinforced pillar in the
kitchen, but our idea was to use a cranked
beam to spread the load from the old
kitchen walls to
the new rear
extension wall,
with the beam
following the angle
of the lean-to roof,’
explains Sam. ‘I
was determined
not to have a
support interfering
with the new space.’
Sam was on site every day to manage
the project and ensure it ran on time and
to budget. Patrick, meanwhile, kept a

‘We wanted to create five
double bedrooms all on
one level and have a large
open-plan living space
connected to the garden

’
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without any hitches, and in February 2013,
after obtaining quotes from five companies,
the Regans appointed their builders and
work began. They built the shells for the
front and rear extensions, and when it was
time to knock through the existing walls,
the family moved out again, renting a
three-bedroom semi five minutes away.
Three months later, with the house
replastered, decorated and carpeted, and
the bathrooms and kitchen installed, the
family could move back in. ‘We lived with
rough, unfinished floors downstairs for a
few more weeks while the screed dried
out,’ says Sam. ‘But we were back in for the
summer holidays, and able to down tools
and relax as the pressure was now off.

1950s home renovation
HALLWAY

Left A timber,
chrome and
glass staircase by
Stairs & More is a
contemporary focal
point in the new
hallway. Internal
oak Jeld-Wen doors
from Travis Perkins
enable light to filter
through from the
open-plan space

DESIGN TIP

As the kitchen is the hub
of the home, place it centrally
in your layout and make sure
that it is accessible from the main
entrance hall and key spaces,
such as dining and living areas –
functional, ergonomic design
is also space-efficient

MAIN BATHROOM
Below The new
suite, including a
Carron Quantum
bath, Mira Shower
and Simpsons
frameless door were
supplied by Michael
Pavis. Ambient tiles
in beige from East
Midlands Ceramics,
co-ordinate with
vinyl flooring from
Sherwood Carpets

LIVING ROOM

Left Willow the
cockapoo enjoys
the comfort of the
Fireline FPi5 inset
stove from West
Bridgford Fireplaces.
Sam’s Ebay Egg
chair, reupholstered
in brushed velvet,
provides a pop of
colour alongside the
grey Hopewells sofa
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been rendered. Soon after Christmas,
though, Sam brought out the sketchpad
again and started to turn her thoughts to
the outside spaces. ‘We had no drive and
no garden for a long time,’ she explains,
‘but it would have
been too much to
do the landscaping
at the same time as
the house. I’m a
big believer in
doing one job at a
time and giving it
your full attention.’
The couple
wanted a dualentrance drive with low, white-rendered
walls and a low-maintenance planting
scheme. For the back garden, the designs
focused on family living, so a large patio,

lawn and play area for the children and
dog were the main requirements. ‘We
treated the landscaping in a similar way
to the house, in that we got several quotes
and took our time to choose the right
landscaper and
materials,’ says Sam.
The garden
now incorporates
a series of vistas,
and contrasting
materials – such
as the black
limestone, red
bamboo, grass and
timber, and white
gloss planters – all add interest and texture.
‘We chose to mix traditional planting with
informal palms and grasses,’ says Sam. ‘It
just needs time to grow and mature now.’

Below A king-size
dark wood bed from
Habitat, offset with
a teal and yellow
colour scheme,
continues the timber
theme throughout
the house. The
aluminium windows
are from Duration,
and the mirror is
from Homesense

‘We’re a good team and
tried to get most issues
and decisions dealt with
in the day, so it didn’t
affect our family life

’



careful eye on costs. ‘We make a good
team, and tried to get most issues and
decisions dealt with in the day, so it didn’t
impact on our family life too much in
the evenings and at weekends.’
They decided to keep the original living
room as it was, with home comforts such
as the much-loved orange Egg chair and
plenty of family portraits. ‘We installed a
recessed log-burner,’ says Sam, ‘which we
particularly appreciated during the first
draughty winter before the work began
on the house.’ Internal bi-fold doors
were installed, so the living room could
be isolated or used as part of the larger
open-plan space, which ‘works brilliantly
for dinner parties or family gatherings.’
By October 2013, the house itself was
nearly complete: the floor was fitted,
doors were hung, and the exterior had

GUEST BEDROOM
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THE PLANS

MASTER
BEDROOM

Right With the
walls painted in
Sophistication
metallic emulsion
by Crown Paints,
the dual-aspect
master bedroom
features a dark grey
super-king bed
from Kaydian.
White gloss furniture
and richly coloured
accessories from
Dwell and John
Lewis add to the
luxurious feel,
alongside mosaic
bedside lamps from
House of Fraser

Project notes

GROUND FLOOR BEFORE

Sam shares her experiences
of renovating a 1950s property

Dining area
Utility
Kitchen
Living room

What I’ve learnt

Hallway
Garage

GROUND FLOOR AFTER
Living
area

Dining
area

TV room
Kitchen
Utility

Living room

‘Patrick and I can work well as
a team! I took a year off from
my job at Longworth Associates
so I could give the project my
full attention, being both the
designer and on-site project
manager in this instance. As
issues were raised, I could deal
with them there and then, or
call Patrick to discuss them.’

Sam’s favourite
piece is an Egg
chair bought from
Ebay that she had
reupholstered
in a bright orange
brushed velvet

My top tip
Left This vaulted
bedroom has a
colour scheme to
suit Eleanor’s age.
Sam has used colour
mainly in the soft

furnishings and
Rauch Möbel
wardrobe, so that
the décor can be
updated as Eleanor
grows up. The bed is
from Feather & Black

CAMERON’S ROOM

Below Shelving from
Ikea provides useful
space for toys and
books in Cameron’s
room. Walls painted
in Jasmine White by

Dulux feature
skateboarding
stickers to add
interest. The bed
and wardrobe are
as before, with
bedlinen from Next

Hallway

Home
office

Storage

FIRST FLOOR BEFORE
WC

Bedroom
Bedroom

Bath
room

Bedroom

ELEANOR’S ROOM

Bedroom

FIRST FLOOR AFTER
Bedroom

Master
bedroom

Bedroom

Bathroom

En
suite

Galleried
landing

Bedroom

En suite

Bedroom

A two-storey twin-gabled extension
has created an open-plan living space
and home office, with an extra
bedroom and two en suites upstairs

After all their hard work on the project,
Sam, Patrick and the family are enjoying
their amazing home, although they do
have one regret. ‘My father-in-law fell
ill suddenly during the project, and he
passed away in December 2013,’ says Sam.
‘He never got to see the house completed.
‘When I sit outside in my favourite
spot, on the decking overlooking our
garden, I look at what we have created
and know that he would have been really
proud of us. I can imagine him saying:
“Marvellous! Didn’t they do well?”’
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THE CONTACTS
Architects Longworth Associates, 01159
374144, longworthassociates.co.uk
Construction MRC Building Contractors,
01949 81024, mrcbuilders.co.uk
Kitchen and joinery Trevor Lawson
Joinery, 07545 217536;
W H Bespoke Joinery, 01623
632220, wh-bespokejoinery.co.uk
Landscaping Lasting Impressions, 01159
893786, nottinghamgardendesign.co.uk
Plumbing Jonathan Coles
Staircase and balustrade Stairs & More
Windows and doors Duration

THE COSTS
Building work
Landscaping
Kitchen
Doors and windows
Fixtures and fittings
Bathrooms
Plumbing
Electrics
Fees

£150,000
£42,000
£32,000
£30,000
£22,000
£12,000
£10,000
£10,000
£2,000

TOTAL £310,000

ENTER YOUR
HOME TODAY

Have you extended or renovated your
home? For your chance to win a week’s
holiday and have your home featured
in Real Homes and The Daily Telegraph,
enter The Daily Telegraph Homebuilding
& Renovating Awards. Go to realhomes
magazine.co.uk/awards15 and complete the
free entry form by 30 June 2015. Good luck!

FOR STOCKIST INFORMATION SEE PAGE 151

‘Take your time and be
patient at the planning stage.
If you can live in the house
for a while you can see how
you use it, the direction of
sunlight and what you really
need from the space. Also
ensure that you have enough
money to complete the project;
the fixtures, fittings and
landscaping finish the house
off, but can cost as much
as the bricks and mortar!
Find contractors who you
can work with effectively.
Mick at MRC Builders and
Barry at Lasting Impressions
were great landscapers.’

My best buy

‘We found a brand new Best
extractor on Ebay for a quarter
of its list price of £1,200.’

I couldn’t live without…
‘…the boiling tap and built-in
coffee machine. They are our
hero products – we would be
lost without either.’

Above Cameron
and Eleanor
enjoy a picnic
among the
plasterers

Below A seating
area was an
essential finishing
touch to the
garden for Sam

My favourite item

‘My orange Egg chair – it
has had a lot of TLC!’

My memorable
moments

‘Watching the children tuck
into snacks in our makeshift
kitchen in the living room,
covered in dust! And our
elderly neighbour nicknaming
me “the Pocket Rocket”.’
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